TOPAS and its academic variant TOPAS-Academic are nonlinear least-squares optimization programs written in the C++ programming language. This paper describes their functionality and architecture. The latter is of benefit to developers seeking to reduce development time. TOPAS allows linear and nonlinear constraints through the use of computer algebra, with parameter dependencies, required for parameter derivatives, automatically determined. In addition, the objective function can include restraints and penalties, which again are defined using computer algebra. Of importance is a conjugate gradient solution routine with bounding constraints which guide refinements to convergence. Much of the functionality of TOPAS is achieved through the use of generic functionality; for example, flexible peak-shape generation allows neutron time-of-flight (TOF) peak shapes to be described using generic functions. The kernel of TOPAS can be run from the command line for batch mode operation or from a closely integrated graphical user interface. The functionality of TOPAS includes peak fitting, Pawley and Le Bail refinement, Rietveld refinement, single-crystal refinement, pair distribution function refinement, magnetic structures, constant wavelength neutron refinement, TOF refinement, stacking-fault analysis, Laue refinement, indexing, charge flipping, and structure solution through simulated annealing.
Introduction
Computer algorithms written in a general manner can enhance the reach of a computer program. A program processing Bragg peaks should also be able to process peaks in similar scientific areas, such as X-ray florescence, with little or no modification to the source code. TOPAS is a computer program (Coelho, 2017a; Bruker, 2017) in the field of optimization written in a general manner with much of its functionality realized through the use of computer algebra . Such generalizations can sometimes slow down computation, and in these cases specially crafted subject-dependent routines are necessary. The computer algebra part of TOPAS allows nonlinear constraints where parameters can be defined in terms of other parameters. This type of equation formulation results in parameter dependencies that can be complex. From a developer's perspective, the tracking of these dependencies for the purpose of calculating parameter derivatives can be a tedious task. It is therefore necessary to automatically track these dependencies using dependency trees. Program development without this automation would be impractical for problems comprising thousands of complex nonlinear constraints or restraints.
Apart from physical memory limitations, TOPAS has no restrictions placed on the size of optimization problems such as Rietveld (1969) refinement, where the number of phases or X-ray diffraction patterns refined simultaneously is unlimited. TOPAS utilizes 64 bit addressing and is extensively threaded to utilize multiple CPUs. Comprehensive memory management allocators allow for fast allocation and deallocation of commonly used objects. This paper is useful to those wanting to know the functional capabilities of TOPAS as well as to those wanting to know how it is developed: its architecture. Emphasis is placed on the computing science aspect of developing a large program: the importance of object orientated programming and the importance of object anonymity.
Architecture and programming environment
TOPAS is written entirely in the C++ programming language; this affords a simplicity that is not easily traded. It comprises a kernel which can be operated from the command line or from a graphical user interface. Input to the kernel in both cases is through an input text file (the INP file; example shown in Fig. 1 ), and output is to a file identical to the input file but with refined parameters updated. The INP script is pre-processed by a pre-processor which incorporates an extensive macro language; the result of the pre-processor is an expanded input file which is then fed to the kernel. The file fed to the kernel can be substantially different from the original INP file, and thus remembering file positions in the original INP file whilst pre-processing is necessary in order to produce the output file. There are at present over 600 keywords recognized by the kernel. Because there are such a large number the technical reference localizes the explanation of the keywords; scientists therefore need only read the section of interest. For example, the topics Indexing (Coelho, 2003) , Charge Flipping (Coelho, 2007) , Pair Distribution Function (Coelho et al., 2015) and Stacking Faults (Coelho et al., 2016) all have dedicated sections within the technical reference.
2.1. The main in-memory tree: ancestors, parents and children TOPAS uses an in-memory tree, called the main-tree, with tree nodes comprising C++ objects. These nodes contain both data and C++ code, and communication between nodes is through a communication protocol that is common to all nodes. The top node of the tree can be thought of as the ancestor to all nodes; at the next level down are the children of the top node; the parent of these children is therefore the top node. The leaves of the tree can be thought of as descendants that have no children. For example, in the tree A node B node C node D node the indentations describe descendants where A is the top node, B and D are children of A, C is a child of B, and A is an ancestor to B, C and D. The main-tree can be traversed from an input script (INP script) or by the developer from within the source code. Communication between the nodes of the tree is performed using computer algebra, where nodes can be written in terms of other nodes using algebraic equations. For example, a node corresponding to the y fractional coordinates of a structure can be written in terms of the x coordinate at the input script level, or
y is a keyword and 'Get' is a function that traverses the maintree and returns the x object coordinate.
A pseudo-schema
The structure of the main-tree is determined by a schema, herein called a pseudo-schema, which has similarities to an XML schema (https://www.w3.org/) in function and purpose. It comprises complex types, inheritance of common branches and hidden branches. The pseudo-schema describes the structure of the main-tree; this allows for a path-independent search mechanism where objects can be searched from the INP script or, from a developer's perspective, from the source code. The 'Get' function of equation (1) is an example of where the path-independent search mechanism is used to find the x fractional coordinate object from the position of the y fractional coordinate object. From a developer's perspective, tree navigation without knowledge of the tree structure is possible at the C++ code level; changing the structure of the pseudo-schema, and therefore the structure of the main-tree, 
Peak calculation routine
In this case the peak calculation routine will return the nearest existing EMP. This particular functionality has been useful for cases where a series of peaks are used to describe an irregular background. Use of a communication protocol means that the EMP object at the structure level can be of a different type to the EMP object at the diffraction pattern level; from a developer's perspective this allows for an even greater amount of modification at the pseudo-schema level without modification to the peak calculation routine.
Live containers and pseudo-schema commands
The pseudo-schema includes a language that performs commands at the pseudo-schema level. The commands are interrupt driven and simple in nature; for example, the creation of a peak object triggers a peak on-creation event. This particular event sends the address of the peak object to a node on the tree which is a container holding all peaks at a particular level. Such containers are 'live' where deletion of an object conceptually removes the object from all containers. Fig. 2 shows a section of the pseudo-schema pertaining to rigid bodies. Even though the details of the syntax are beyond the scope of this paper, the complex types and basic on-creation commands can be identified. The reading of the schema and the interpretation of its language are performed on program start-up from within C++ code.
The minimization routines
The Newton-Raphson nonlinear least-squares method is used by default, with the Marquardt (1963) method included for stability. The objective function 2 is written as
Y o,m and Y c,m are the observed and calculated data, respectively, at data point m. M is the number of data points. w m is the weighting given to data point m which for counting statistics is given by
is the error in Y o,m . P p are penalty functions and N P is the number of penalty functions. R r are restraints and N R is the number of restraints. K P and K R are weights applied to the penalty functions and restraints, respectively. K 1 corresponds to an overall weighting given to the penalties and restraints; typical values range from 0.1 to 2. Penalty functions and restraints are minimized when there are no observed data Y o .
The normal equations are generated by the usual expansion of Y c,m to a first-order Taylor series around the parameter vector p. The size of p corresponds to the number of independent parameters N. The penalty functions are expanded to a second-order Taylor series around the parameter vector p. The restraints are expanded to a first-order Taylor series around the parameter vector p. The resulting normal equations are
where
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The Taylor coefficients Áp correspond to changes in the parameters p. Equation (7) represents a linear set of equations in Áp that are solved for each iteration of refinement. Offdiagonal terms in A P are not calculated and are instead set to zero. K R and K P are both set to 1 in the absence of 2 0 . When 2 0 does exist then K P is used to give approximate equal weights to the sum of the inverse error terms in the parameters 0 (p i ) 2 and P (p i ) 2 calculated from 2 0 and 2 P , respectively. Neglecting the off-diagonal terms results in P (p i ) 2 = 1/A 0,ii and P (p i ) 2 = 1/A P,ii ; however, to avoid numerical instabilities K P is written as shown in equation (16):
k iterates over the independent parameters that are a function of 2 P . Similarly, for K R we have Pseudo-schema for describing Z-matrix or Cartesian coordinate rigid bodies. Entries end in a semicolon, indentation indicates hierarchy, blue text corresponds to complex types, '_cr' names the creator of an object, 'on_cr' corresponds to an on-creation event, '_tem' corresponds to inheritance of complex types. 
where Sqrt(w) is simply the square root of the restraint weight used by SHELX.
Solution to the matrix equation
The matrix equation origination from least squares [equation (7)] is by default solved using the bounds constrained conjugate gradient solver of Coelho (2005) . This routine is fast and robust and considers bounding constraints placed on parameters; these bounding constraints can be defined using computer algebra and are adhered to whilst solving the matrix equation. The A matrix is treated as a sparse matrix when most of its elements are zero, originating from a Pawley (1980) refinement for example, resulting in efficient memory allocation and computational efficiency. For cases where calculating the elements of the A matrix is too computationally expensive then the BFGS method (Broyden, 1970; Fletcher, 1970; Goldfarb, 1970; Shanno, 1970) can be used to approximate the A matrix. The BFGS method approximates the off-diagonal terms of A 0 , and subsequently calculation of the off-diagonal terms is not performed. Sequential allocation and deallocation of the @Y c /@p i arrays immediately after calculation of the A 0,ii and Y 0,i elements is therefore performed, leading to a large saving in memory usage; in other words storage for only one @Y c /@p i array is required. An allocation limit can be placed on the A matrix for cases where the A matrix is too large; the smallest elements of the A matrix are then removed when the allocation limit is exceeded, with the A matrix subsequently treated as a sparse matrix.
Derivatives and memory usage
A rigid body comprising one atom with coordinates x, y and z and two rotation parameters of r 1 and r 2 applied to singlecrystal data (Y c,m = structure factor squared) with 10 000 structure factors requires derivatives of the calculated pattern Y c with respect to the two parameters r 1 and r 2 . Using the chain rule we have
Both the @Y c /@r n derivatives require the calculation of @Y c /@x, @Y c /@y and @Y c /@z derivatives, each comprising an array of 10 000 values. To avoid repeated calculation, the derivatives are calculated once and the @Y c /@x @x/@r n results summed to the @Y c /@r n derivatives. The automatic tracking of parameter dependencies allows the formulation of the chain rule to be readily determined.
Restraints and penalties
Restraints and penalties are similar but not identical. Restraints are typically used when the restraint function corresponds to the squaring of a sub-function. For example, the minimum of (a À c) 2 , where c is a constant, can be formulated using the restraint and prm keywords as follows:
prm a 1 'define parameter with name 'a' and set initial value to 1 restraint = a -2;
The minimum of 2 R occurs when the parameter a = 2. The same minimization problem can be formulated using the penalty keyword as follows: penalty = (a -2)^2; 'x^n raise x to the power of n In the case of a restraint, the off-diagonal terms A R,ij are calculated when the BFGS method is not defined. In the case of a penalty, the off-diagonal terms A P,ij are set to zero. Restraints often converge in fewer nonlinear least-squares iterations owing to the use of the off-diagonal terms. However, penalties often converge faster in time but with more iterations. Penalties are used when the function to be minimized is not squared; this includes negative functions. For efficiency the A R matrix is treated as a sparse matrix which is combined with A 0 (if it exists), where A 0 could be either sparse or dense. When the BFGS method is used, the off-diagonal elements of A 0 , A P and A R are not calculated; they are instead approximated by the BFGS method. When the BFGS method is used, and both penalties and restraints are defined, then this effectively means that the restraints are treated as penalties. The following INP script, keywords in italic, Case 1 approximate_A 'use the BFGS method prm p1 1 prm r1 1 penalty !P1 = 5^2 (p1 -7)^2; penalty !P2 = 6^2 (p1 -8)^2; restraint !R1 = 7 (r1 -9); restraint !R2 = 8 (r1 -10);
will have similar but not identical convergence to the following:
Case 2 prm p1 1 prm r1 1 computer programs 214 Alan A. Coelho TOPAS and TOPAS-Academic penalty !P1 = 5^2 (p1 -7)^2; penalty !P2 = 6^2 (p1 -8)^2; penalty !P3 = 7^2 (r1 -9)^2; penalty !P4 = 8^2 (r1 -10)^2;
In Case 1 the diagonal elements of the A matrices are
In Case 2 they are
Functionality
Functionality can be realized using subject-independent functionality or subject-dependent functionality. The former can be thought of as common to all objects and the latter as specific to a subject. For example, Rietveld refinement of single-crystal data can be defined using six subject-independent keywords and computer algebra, or alternatively the same refinement can be performed using subject-dependent crystallographic keywords (see e.g. the TOPAS test example ALVO4-FN.INP described in the TOPAS technical reference manual).
Subject-independent functionality
Functions that can be described algebraically can be minimized; for example, the Rosenbrock (1960) function can be defined in its entirety in INP format as follows: prm x -3 prm y -4 penalty = 100 (y -x^2)^2 + (1 -x)^2; Minimization using the BFGS method such that 2 P < 10 À10 occurs in 67 iterations (Fig. 3) or 335 function evaluations. Noteworthy is the fact that the function is not evaluated in full during derivatives; this is because of the storing of equation states at the equation node level (Coelho, 2007) .
Subject-dependent functionality and parameter-dependency tracking
Much of the functionality of TOPAS is realized through the use of subject-dependent objects, especially when combined with the generic functionality of penalties and restraints. For example, atoms within a structure can be separated in space using an anti-bump penalty. Such a penalty, with keywords in italic, is described as follows:
CaO_AntiBump is the name given to the ai_anti_bump object which is used in the penalty. ai_anti_bump is a subjectdependent object that returns a value corresponding to an algorithm that describes anti-bumping; this algorithm uses interatomic distances between the sites identified with the Ca and O prefixes. Of critical importance is the automatic tracking of the parameter dependencies associated with the ai_anti_bump object. For example, derivatives of ai_anti_ bump with respect to the parameters that describe the atomic positions are necessary, as described by A P of equation (7). This calculation of derivatives and the determination of the parameters involved is performed automatically. The tracking occurs regardless of whether the atomic positions of the atoms are the independent parameters or whether the independent parameters are traced back to a rigid body that describes the atomic positions. This automatic tracking of parameter dependencies is of huge benefit in the simplification of the optimization process both to the developer and to the scientist.
Memory management
TOPAS allocates and deallocates large amounts of memory, gigabytes in many cases, during each iteration of the nonlinear least-squares process; freeing memory as early as possible is therefore important. Reference counting is a common technique that counts the number of references to an object. The object deletes itself and frees memory when count = 0; this is often called garbage collection. Problems occur when object 'A' references itself. This is called a reference cycle and the count is never zero, leading to a memory leak. The programming language Python, for example, periodically uses a cycledetection algorithm to clean up. In TOPAS, memory is freed immediately using what is here called shadow objects (Fig. 4) . Two main-tree objects A and B that are unrelated, A is not a descendant of B and B is not a descendant of A, access each other indirectly via a corresponding shadow object. Shadow objects contain a reference counter and allow their corresponding non-shadow object to be instantly deleted; the shadow object persists until the reference counter is zero. This Fast convergence of the Rosenbrock function using the BFGS method.
is important for large refinements where gigabytes of memory are allocated/deallocated at each iteration. The use of a maintree also means that reference counters are unnecessary for pointers to ancestor nodes, or $50% of pointers to nodes can be of the simple type (weak references). The net result is that $30% of nodes actually require shadow objects; this reduces memory usage and increases efficiency.
Peak shapes used in Rietveld refinement
Peak-shape generation in TOPAS is flexible and encompasses a mix of analytical and numerically generated shapes, with or without the use of an emission profile. The numerically generated peak shapes are obtained via the fundamental approach of Cheary & Coelho (1992) , which together with a peaks buffer requires a modest amount of computation. The peaks buffer results in a small number of peaks being calculated across the whole 2 range of a diffraction pattern. The use of a peak generation stack allows for neutron time-offlight peak shapes, and convolution is performed either directly, for peaks comprising a modest number of data points, or by using a fast Fourier transform, for peaks comprising a large number of data points.
Computational speed -utilizing multiple CPUs
TOPAS is threaded to a large extent; this allows the utilization of multiple processors which results in faster program execution. The degree of speedup is computer and problem dependent. For non-trivial problems the gain is 2-4 for a four CPU laptop. Threading can lead to a significant increase in memory usage; attention has therefore been paid to reducing memory usage at the thread level. For problems such as Rietveld refinement, the computer algebra part results in $5-10% of total running time. Nevertheless, computer algebra is simplified according to over 100 rules (see Coelho, 2007) . Present computers trivialize the time take for single-pattern Rietveld refinement; however, with thousands of data sets being collected on modern instruments the need to refine many patterns simultaneously, parametric refinement for example (Stinton & Evans, 2007) , is becoming common. In these cases and because of efficient memory management, TOPAS offers the ability to refine thousands of patterns simultaneously.
The graphical user interface (GUI)
The GUI is platform dependent (Microsoft Windows dependent) and the kernel is platform independent. From a developer's perspective the GUI source code is therefore kept separate from kernel, with the GUI knowing a lot about the kernel and the kernel knowing very little about the GUI. The GUI can traverse the main-tree of the kernel and retrieve data for viewing and plotting purposes; it cannot modify kernel objects. The close relationship that the GUI has with the kernel allows for fast graphical display of data. Fig. 5 shows the main GUI screen; TOPAS allows data entry in dialog boxes, and TOPAS-Academic is completely controlled by an input file. Both variants use the same kernel for similar version numbers, and both variants utilize the same two-and three- Representation of two objects (green text) linked with a shadow object (blue text). The Structure Node object accesses the Peaks Node object indirectly using the Peaks Shadow object. dimensional graphics. Because of the almost infinite permutations of functionality allowed by the computer algebra, the GUI comprises a sub-set functionality pertaining to routine Rietveld refinement, indexing, charge flipping and peak fitting. More complex problems require an INP file written using the INP script; this is where the full functionality of TOPAS is realized.
Ongoing development and program availability
The development of TOPAS and TOPAS-Academic is ongoing, with many new modules implemented in version 7, yet to be released; these include improvements to the LpSearch indexing algorithm (Coelho, 2017b ) and a new aberration describing peak shapes arising from a diffractometer with a capillary sample and a convergent beam (Coelho & Rowles, 2017) . Of importance in the development of TOPAS is adherence to its architecture, where ideas not fluid with its concepts can quite easily lead to a short-lived program.
TOPAS is marketed by Bruker (https://www.bruker.com/ products/x-ray-diffraction-and-elemental-analysis/x-ray-diffraction/ xrd-software/topas.html), while TOPAS-Academic is available from the author (http://www.topas-academic.net/).
Discussion
Many of the problems tackled by TOPAS would not be possible without the use of computer algebra and the traversing of the main in-memory tree. For example, the paper Use of intensity quotients and differences in absolute structure refinement by Parsons et al. (2013) employs the computer algebra of TOPAS to describe structure factors to then use in penalty functions. The resulting refinement comprises tens of thousands of equations and a complex parameter dependency tree. Attempting to write or modify existing programs to perform such a refinement without the use of computer algebra would be a major undertaking. Items that would need attention include determining parameter dependencies and writing computer code to calculate parameter derivatives that take those dependencies into account; critically the timeconsuming task of testing and debugging would be required. Modifying the penalty equations, by changing the space group for example, would again require new parameter derivatives and subsequent testing and debugging.
The work by Stinton & Evans (2007) includes hundreds of diffraction patterns in a single refinement and utilizes computer algebra to formulate constraint equations that encompass parameters from all of the diffraction patterns. Again, to modify existing refinement programs to perform a similar task would be a major undertaking.
In the work by David (2001) , Robust Rietveld refinement in the presence of impurity phases, an equation is written using computer algebra that modifies the weighting function applied to the data points within the framework of Bayesian probability theory.
The work mentioned above and many other examples involving complex calculations, such as TLS (translation/ libration/screw) refinement (Schomaker & Trueblood, 1968) or the bond valence method (Brown, 1978) , can be formulated using the computer algebra part of TOPAS without the need to embark on lengthy development cycles.
Conclusion
The TOPAS computer program has two main advantages: (i) its architecture allows scientists to easily modify program functionality to suit the problem at hand and (ii) its continued development is simplified by its automatic tracking of parameter dependencies. Functionality is easily extended using computer algebra and an in-memory object tree called the main-tree. A pseudo-schema allows for main-tree objects to be accessed from an input script or from within the program source code, without the need to know the path to the object. Casual implementation of these concepts can result in a slow and memory-intensive computer program. Important therefore in implementation is maintaining computational speed and managing program memory efficiently. Many problems tackled by scientists using TOPAS were not originally conceived by the author of TOPAS; this highlights the useful nature of the TOPAS approach.
